
WALKERS CRIPS

Welcome to the home of the nation's favourite crisps, Walkers. Discover the delicious full range and extended family,
including Deep Ridged, Pops and Baked.

Meat rationing in the UK after World War II saw the factory output drop dramatically, and so in the company
starting looking at alternative products. Neither NEX Exchange, nor any of its affiliates, directors, officers,
employees or agents, accepts any liability for any loss or damage, howsoever caused, arising from any reliance
on any information or views contained in the Reports. Any opinions expressed in the Reports are subject to
change without notice and are not to be relied upon as investment advice, which should be sought from your
independent advisers. After the takeover by PepsiCo, the Tudor name was dropped, and the Smiths brand has
become secondary to Walkers. People could vote on the Walkers website or use hashtags to see which flavour
would be reintroduced permanently. In January six flavours were chosen from among the entries and released
as special editions, available until May  In , more Max flavours were introduced. Walkers discontinued the
range in following poor sales. In , Lineker launched a new "Do Us a Flavour" Walkers competition which
encouraged people to submit new flavours of crisps, with the best six being sold later in the year before a
public vote to decide the winner. You are now leaving the NEX Exchange web-site. The previous packaging
design had only existed for 12 months. Publication of the Reports does not signify endorsement by NEX
Exchange of any of the information contained therein. Many of Walkers brands were formerly branded under
the Smiths Crisps name. It derives from the Walkers logo used in  History[ edit ] In the s, Walker moved from
Mansfield to Leicester to take over an established butcher's shop in the high street. NEX Exchange accepts no
responsibility for the content of the website you are about to access or for any reliance placed by you or any
person on the information contained on it. Some flavours were made available for a short time either because
they tied in with special promotions, or failed to meet sales expectations. This competition caused some
controversy as customers complained that it was impossible to win. Walkers updated their packaging style in
June , moving to a brand identity reminiscent of the logo used from â€” Gary Lineker , the Leicester-born
former footballer, is now the face of the company, featuring in most of their advertising campaigns since 's
"Welcome Home". Three months after its launch more than half a million empty packets were recycled. The
company is still a significant presence in Leicester. In summer , Walkers launched its premium "Red Sky"
brand of "all natural" potato crisps and snacks. By allowing this link NEX Exchange does not intend to solicit
business or offer any securities to any person in any country, whether directly or indirectly. Over entrants
complained to the Advertising Standards Authority , who after completing an investigation, decided that
elements were misleading, and the competition was banned. Potato crisps were becoming increasingly popular
with the public, leading managing director R. Walkers encouraged people to engage in social media activity,
and upload photos and videos to their website proving people's Superfan status of Walkers Crisps. Gerrard to
shift the company focus and begin hand-slicing and frying potatoes. During this period, consumers could vote
on their favourite, and the winner would become a permanent flavour. She claimed the dress was inspired by
litter she had seen on a beach. NEX Exchange is not involved in the preparation of any of the Reports and
does not make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness, suitability
or correctness of any of the information presented by individual authors in the Reports. Along with this
packaging design, there came news that the company would begin using real meat products in its Smoky
Bacon and Roast Chicken flavoured crisps. The Reports available to download on nexexchange. They are
published solely for informational purposes and should not be construed as a recommendation to sell, buy or
hold any product, investment, security or any other financial instrument. In January , Walkers unveiled new
packaging for its main range, celebrating its British heritage through its design. This comes from the time
when Walkers, Smiths and Tudor Crisps were the three main brands of Nabisco's UK snack division, with
Tudor being marketed mainly in the north of England and Walkers in the south. The six finalists of the "Do Us
a Flavour" campaign To promote the freshness of its products, Walkers began to package them in foil bags
from , then from , began filling them with nitrogen instead of air. NEX Exchange is under no obligation to
update or keep current the information contained in the Reports. In Walkers bought Wotsits from Golden
Wonder. This flavour was discontinued a year later, in May , in order for Walkers to focus on the upcoming
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'Flavour Cup'. Royal Mail was obliged by law to deliver the bags to Walkers' freepost address, but without
envelopes they could not go through machines and must be sorted by hand, causing delays. The Marmite
flavour was also brought back permanently to coincide with the promotion. In May , Walkers launched
Sensations. The same year Walkers bought Squares, a range of snacks from Smiths. In August , Walkers
launched Max, a brand with a range of crisps.


